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Hours:
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Learning Intern
TG2319
Learning, Tate Liverpool
21.6 hours (3 days) per week
8 months
Tate Liverpool

About Tate
Tate’s vision is to serve as artistically adventurous and culturally inclusive art museums for the UK and
the world. We deliver this through activities in our four galleries across the UK (Tate Liverpool, Tate St
Ives, Tate Britain and Tate Modern), our digital platforms and collaborations with our national and
international partners. At the heart of Tate is our collection of art, which includes British art from the
16th century to the present day, and international modern art from 1900 to the present day.
You can find further information about Tate on our website: www.tate.org.uk

Internships at Tate
Our internship programme aims to offer structured work-based learning opportunities to support career
development and to open up opportunities for working in the arts sector.
Previous experience of working in a museum or gallery is not a requirement to undertake an internship
at Tate. Our aim is to attract people to join us as interns who might not have thought about working in
our sector before or who have not had the opportunity to experience what this might be like. We want
to offer these opportunities to those people who would benefit most from an internship at Tate both in
terms of furthering their personal or professional development and who, in return, would have a new
and different perspective to bring to our work.
Through our internship programme we want to open up working to Tate to people from all backgrounds
and increase the diversity of our workforce. We encourage applications from those from black, ethnic
minority and disabled applicants as these groups are currently underrepresented in our sector.

Internships in our Learning Department
Our Learning department is currently looking for an intern to develop new skills in public programming
and Project Management. You will assist Tate Liverpool’s Tate Exchange team to plan, deliver, document
and evaluate week-long residencies at Tate Exchange.
You will shadow members of the Tate Exchange Team and assist them to develop and deliver an ongoing
public programme in Tate Exchange. This will involve working with Tate Exchange Associates from
higher education institutions, community organisations and artists.
Tate Learning department aims to offer the highest quality programme with an international reputation,
developed by an expert team with a profound understanding of modern and contemporary art. The
design and implementation of Learning programmes are developed through research and reflective
practice to maximise learning experiences for all. Learning teams across all Tate sites have three areas of

focus; critical engagement, participatory practice and working with artists in priority audience
development areas: Families, Young People and Local People.
Tate Exchange is an entirely new programme at the museum that explores how art makes a difference
in society. It is an open experiment and ongoing programme of events developed by artists,
practitioners, and Associates, both within and beyond the arts sector. The aim is to build a dialogue
around art, society, and the wider issues facing us today.
The space provides opportunities for visitors and Associates to explore and activate the artwork from
the Tate Collection currently on display. Located in the centre of the first-floor gallery, Tate Exchange is
a place for visitors to drop in for a talk, enjoy a chance encounter with a pop-up work of art, watch a live
performance, and/or join the debate. In short, it’s a space for collaboration and innovation, and a forum
for anyone and everyone to get involved with art in new and unexpected ways.
You can find out further information about Tate Exchange on our website:
https://www.tate.org.uk/tate-exchange.
During your internship you will have the opportunity to participate in some of the most exciting gallery
learning work nationally and internationally in a really stimulating environment. This will in turn give you
a number of formal and informal learning opportunities that will assist you with your future career.

What this internship will give you the opportunity to do and learn
By the end of your internship you will be able to:
•
•
•

Gain knowledge, skills and experience of all teams’ work within Tate Liverpool and Tate as a
whole
Gain knowledge of the arts, education, social care, health sectors and community organisations
in the city region through Tate Exchange
Develop knowledge, skills and experience in arts administration

To support you to acquire the skills and experience above you will have the opportunity to learn about
and undertake the following activities and tasks:
• Under supervision support the planning, delivery, documentation and evaluation of the Tate
Exchange programme
• Develop skills in administration by arranging meetings, taking minutes and other administration
duties as necessary
• Develop verbal and written communication skills by liaising with Tate Exchange associates and
key staff at Tate Liverpool
• Develop skills in monitoring and evaluation by assisting the Tate Exchange team in recording and
collating information and data for evaluation reports
• Develop skills in project management, (including completing itineraries and risk assessments),
by assisting with the planning and delivery of week-long residencies at Tate Exchange
• Support Tate Exchange operations and logistics, (including set up and de-install), by assisting
Tate Exchange Associates, AV Technicians and others are required
• Share knowledge and expertise with others across the Learning department

To apply for the Internship you will need to
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate that you will benefit from the opportunity and how it will help you to build a
better future.
Be willing to learn
Be enthusiastic and have a ‘can do’ attitude
Be dependable, work hard and be committed to getting the job done

•
•
•
•
•

Have the ability to communicate clearly
Work well with other people and as part of a team
Be adaptable and flexible when dealing with different tasks
Be able to think clearly, respond calmly when problems arise and contribute to solutions
Make a commitment for the whole internship placement

What we are offering
The internship opportunity is available for a period of 8 months commencing in June 2019.
You will be required to work 3 days (21.6 hours) per week for the duration of the internship.
You will receive an allowance paid at the rate of £9.00 per hour in accordance with the UK Living Wage.
For the duration of your internship you will be entitled to accrue paid holiday on a pro rata basis to the
full time equivalent of 28 working days paid holiday per year. This is inclusive of bank holidays.
Other benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subsidised staff catering arrangements and discounts in the Tate Restaurants and Cafes.
Access to Tate Benefits which offers access to discounts in high street stores.
Access to a 24/7 Employee Assistance Programme to support you with any work, personal or
family issues. This includes telephone-based support, as well as comprehensive online
resources.
Free entry to paying exhibitions at Tate Galleries. Opportunities for family and friends to visit
the major exhibitions out–of-hours.
Discounts on items purchased in the Tate shops.
Free access to a number of other galleries and museums throughout the UK on production of a
valid staff pass.

Safer Recruitment
Tate is committed to providing a safe environment for all those who work at Tate and all those who
come into contact with Tate as visitors to the galleries, as participants in Tate activities, and online. The
safe recruitment of all those who undertake work on behalf of Tate is the first step to ensuring that we
are fulfilling this commitment.
All positions at Tate are offered subject to the following conditions:
•
•
•
•

Receipt of satisfactory references covering the last 3 years of your employment or education.
Health clearance
A satisfactory Disclosure Check.
Proof that you are legally entitled to work in the UK

You can find out more information about our pre-employment checks and what they mean for you in
our ‘Guidance Notes for Applicants’ document.

Diversity and Inclusion
Our aim is to become a truly inclusive organisation with a workforce and audience as diverse as the
communities we serve. This is fundamental to Tate’s future success and our ability to continue to
contribute to culture and society in the UK.

We want our workforce to be more representative of all sections of society at all levels in the
organisation. The range of perspectives and experience diversity brings is an asset to our organisation
and we want to create an inclusive, welcoming environment for visitors, artists and all those who work
at Tate. Tate expects all employees to contribute to this aim as part of their role. More information
about diversity and inclusion at Tate can be found on our website.

How to apply and further information
Please visit: www.tate.org.uk/about/workingattate/ and apply online by creating an account and
registering your details or if you are an existing user, log into your account. For all opportunities we ask
candidates to complete an online application form for the vacancy they are interested in.
As part of your application we will ask you to provide examples of how you meet the criteria set out in
the section above ‘To apply for the Internship you will need to’. These examples could be from any
aspect of your life, including work (voluntary or paid), education and social life. For more information
please see our Guidance Notes for Internship Applicants.
If you need an application form in an alternative format to online, please call us on 020 7887 4997. Once
you have submitted your application you can keep track of its progress by logging in to your account.
The closing date for the submission of completed application forms is Monday 13 May 2019, midnight.

